
Why Pakistan goes to IMF off and on

ISLAMABAD: The Planning Commission’s think tank 'Pakistan Institute of Development
Economics (PIDE)' has suggested that Pakistan could not dump the IMF on a short-term basis
but could say goodbye on a long-term basis by implementing well-researched policy
prescriptions.

In its Policy Viewpoint released on Friday, the PIDE states that strangely “to go or not to go to
the IMF” continues to dominate the economic debate in Pakistan.

All manner of statements has come out of the economic leaders in the government and their
advisers.

“We don’t need to go to the IMF if we ban importing luxury items.”

“We can borrow our way out of our problems for our problems are only current financing.”

“With borrowing, IMF will reduce any conditions.”

These statements merely show the lack of understanding of the role of the IMF. As always, the
government has relied on hurriedly put together committees where people float in and out to
consider this existential question. But the answer remains elusive.

So, let us clear the confusion.

Q1. Should we dump the IMF? The answer unequivocally is “NO” in the short run and “YES” in
the long run if we work hard and make thoughtful well-researched policy and have the ability to
implement it. The reason is simple and lies in an understanding of global architecture. The IMF
by global consensus is the last resort lender. Its blessings and certification are necessary for the
continuation of aid flows and retaining the confidence of international markets. If the situation
was normal in Pakistan, such a certification would not have been necessary. But with low and
declining reserves, markets are jittery and hesitant to deal with Pakistan. Strong decisive action
is necessary with or without the IMF. However, the reason for creating the lender of last resort
was to calm jittery markets with an IMF certification. Through our history, we have repeatedly
gone to the IMF. No effort has been made to deal with our long-term policy and structural
deficiencies. Instead, we thought all our problems lay in corruption. It is time, we reevaluated
our approach to policy. Thus far all governments failed to ward off the IMF only because policy
has remained whimsical and lacked careful thought.

Q2. But Mahathir did not go to the IMF?

Indeed, he did not. Neither did he beg to put off reform. For anyone willing to examine the
situation, he took the IMF medicine — exchange rate change, reducing deficits, and undertaking
reform — but refused to go to the IMF. He did all that was necessary to put Malaysia on track.
Yes, his personal credibility and strong policy action kept the IMF away.

Q3. Friendly countries have come to help Pakistan and that will allow us to negotiate better with
the IMF?

The cold hard truth is that no country helps another without a return. We need to be clear that
loans need to be repaid. There is no such thing as a default. The reason for going to the IMF is
not borrowing money but to adopt a comprehensive set of policies to address the problem of
declining reserves and widening deficits. Whoever designs a set of policies to deal with the
ongoing hemorrhaging of the economy (the widening twin deficits and declining reserves) will
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(manageable deficits and a build-up of reserves) in a reasonable time frame of 3–5 years.
Ultimately books have to balance. Hemorrhaging cannot be allowed to continue. Markets watch
problems that are arising and want to see a credible solution. Borrowing today to repay next year
while problems remain unaddressed is no solution. When anyone (IMF) prepares an adjustment
program, they will have to plan policies that will include repayments on these borrowings. Much
more may need to be done if the situation worsens.

Q4. The IMF has not been the solution in the past? Will their policies not hurt Pakistan?

Yes, Pakistan has been in an IMF program repeatedly. 22 programs in 70 years and yet achieved
no lasting solution. Yes, IMF programs have been expedient and unwilling to touch deeper
structural issues. That is the IMF fault. But all our governments have also not been ready to take
any tough decision. They have always been eager for easy solutions. To date we have clung
feverishly to the Raj unwilling to tax agriculture, retaining colonial lifestyles including gifts from
the exchequer without due process, maintain subsidies for the rich, stripping merit out of the
system, and allowing social, judicial and governance capital to depreciate. For decades now, all
commentators echo a sense of despondency with government and its inability to develop a state
and its policy. All this has nothing to do with the IMF. These are secular trends. Unless we
develop a modern functioning state, economic policy will never be properly made. The IMF or
any other donor or external friend can help us with putting our house in order. We must build a
modern state and a modern society that is responsible and ready to participate in the global
economy of the 21st century. Without that, we will continue to bleed and require the IMF again
and again.

Q5. So, what would you suggest for economic policy?

Sadly, our economic ministries lack the capacity to do this given that we have never prioritized
thinking in our government and that the government hires no economists. The recommended
program would be:

Develop a system where the exchange rate can never be overvalued by the whims of one man no
matter who. A policy for exchange rate management should be put in place that focuses on the
build-up of reserves and not on losing reserves as in the past decades.

Over a year develop a serious tax policy reform for the following objectives: o Simplify taxes by
removing withholding taxes and all presumptive taxes.

Remove all exemptions and get rid of the ability of the government to give exemptions.

There should be four taxes only: (i) Income tax with progressivity. (ii) Corporate income tax in
line with the rest of the world. (iii) A GST with a lower rate than the current–say 8 percent but
with careful implementation that widens its use and prevents avoidance. (iv) A sensible tariff
system devoid of regulatory duties and large exemptions and penalties.

Eliminate subsidies except for those targeted toward the poor. Government to stop all
commodity procurement that ties up bank credit to the tune of Rs400 billion and provides
budgetary subsidies to rich farmers. No more procurement prices.

Commit to an independent public sector expenditure review commission through a panel of local
experts (no more than 5) to review public sector agencies and expenditure processes to curtail
waste. Members of this commission will be paid and in office with staff and budget and with
powers of inquiry and getting testimony.

Government to develop a power market with decentralized discos and GENCOs that are
managed and operated on a profit-making basis.

Defined subsidies will be given but the circular debt will be eliminated through governance and
metering reform. In three years’ time, most prices will be market-determined in the power



market.

Gas companies will be restructured to develop a gas market around the LNG system that has
developed. They will be restructured into smaller companies but operating on a profit-making
center, not on the current model of return on assets.

Fresh gas pipelines will be curtailed. A plan will be developed to limit household gas supply and
move gas to the development of electricity.

New gas companies will be empowered to explore and develop gas fields.

The PSEs will be combined as intended by the government but with an independent holding
company. But then key is to maximise autonomy. Professional management with complete
autonomy to restructure, liquidate and manage investments for yield and growth will be critical.
Revive regulation by professionalisation and autotomising regulatory agencies beyond politics
and administration.

Reform the public investment project for efficiency and yield. In the immediate five years,
commit to no more public sector development projects. Meanwhile, develop plans to consolidate
investment and current budgets as in the rest of the world. In doing so, move away from our
current input-based budget framework to performance budgeting through the Medium-Term
Budgetary Framework (MTBF). Only mega-projects that involve many sectors and agencies will
remain with the Planning Commission. The Planning Commission will manage the MTBF and
the performance-based management system.

Q6. Will this set of policies revive growth and employment and help the middle class?

These reforms are necessary if long-term fiscal control is to be achieved. For decades,
governments have taken the approach that fiscal control means only arbitrary tax increases. The
corruption dialogue has increased the suspicions everywhere. The result is increased cost of
businesses and investment. All this has done is create repeated crises and slow down growth.
Arbitrary and poorly thought-out policies have slowed down growth and productivity as well as
investment. These measures will easily take about 3–4 years to implement even with a fully
committed and strong government. But they alone will not accelerate growth. To meet the
employment needs of our youthful and growing population Pakistan must grow at over 8 percent
per annum for the next 25 years. For this additional reform is a must. To do this, the government
must undertake reform for: Developing serious policymaking and governance, by rolling back
the colonial administration and legal system. In doing so, develop processes for serious analysis,
research and policy development, and monitoring and evaluation. Without a concerted effort to
reform our inherited colonial system, the economy will never work to capacity. We cannot run
with a colonial legal and judicial system.

The world has moved and so must we. The civil service must be reformed to do modern
governance through rights, policy, monitoring, and evaluation and not by direct controls and
patronage. Such a system confuses control with policy and leads to waste. Currently, one closed
civil service system controls all government with junior grades and civil servants responsible for
local government, mid-level responsible for the provincial government and as they get senior,
they control the federation. This is inefficient, wasteful, and destructive of local productivity and
development. Even our democratic processes — election systems, power-sharing, workings of
parties parliamentary and government systems, term limits, constituency sizes — need review to
ensure that effective legislation and parliamentary evaluation routinely happens.


